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Abstract

Health seeking behaviour depends on trust in the health services and cost of services. Determinants of health seeking behavior include socio-economic status, culture, politic and current health. During the past decades, health seeking behavior has changed from traditional to western medicine and from public to private hospitals. Estimating this change is necessary for public health planning and resource allocation. The purpose of this study was to explore the health seeking behavior and its determinants in a Jaffna community in Northern Province of Sri Lanka. The study was an analytical cross-sectional survey conducted in Sri Lanka at household level. The data were collected through face-to-face interview using a questionnaire. Estimated sample size was 724 families, which were selected by multistage stratified cluster population proportionate random sampling method. Descriptive statistics was applied to summarize the variables. Inferential statistics was used to find the relationship between treatment type, institution type and socio demographic characters. Multivariate logistic regression was applied for determinants of health seeking behavior. Among the sample, 467 families or 863 participants were ill due to 5 selected diseases during the previous month, resulting in the incidence rates of illness 240 cases per 1000-person-month. The highest and lowest incidence was observed in cold plus flu (119 per 1000-person-month) and urinary tract problem (1 per 1000-person-month), respectively. Majority of the patients received institutional treatment (55%) while self-medication was accounted for 45%. Western medicine, traditional medicine, and the mix of both treatments were used by 65%, 11% and 24% of the patients respectively. Type of illness is a significant factor predicting health seeking behavior (p<0.001). Western style treatment at government hospital was the most common health seeking behavior among the patients in this study while important determinant was type of illness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Health seeking behaviour of society depends on both trust in the health services and cost of services. It has an influence on health service utilization and in turn the health outcomes of populations1. Dissatisfaction of services can be result from the poor staff attitude towards the patients which spoils the trust in the health services2. Gilson and several studies discussed about the decline of trust in health services related to the relationship between health services and society2-5. Further, patient’s factors that determine the health seeking behavior are culture, socio-economic status, politic or physical health6. Various studies described that individual’s decision to choose health service was influenced by a variety of socio-economic factors; age, sex, social status of women, type of illness, access to services and perceived quality of the service7.

Recently, there is a growing interest on health seeking behaviours and its determinants...
especially in the context of developing countries. Similar to many developing countries, Sri Lanka’s health system is in a situation of under-funding and shortage of skilled health man-power. In addition, limited knowledge on illness and well-being, cost of services and cultural prescriptions were identified as barriers in health services utilization. These challenges are significant factors affect the health seeking behavior in Sri Lanka.

In many health care systems, private and public health sector may have conflict of interest. The private sector heeds to serve the opulence; consequently the public sector resources mainly serve for poor. There must be a dynamic cooperation between both public and private sector but private is rarely considered during health planning. The private and public sector may substitute or complement for each other. Very often, public sector doctors establish their own private practice. Trust in the service providers and service outlet features also play a major role in decision making about the choice of health facility.

On the other hand, modernization has changed the health care utilization from traditional medicinal practice to western medicine due to the quick result and also to private hospitals. But recently they realized that traditional medicine have sound result with minimal side effects. Further, these choices of treatment affect the cost of treatment and cost of illness.

In 1982, traditional medicines form a central component in health care systems in developing countries where 80% of the population has been reported to depend on traditional medicine. Later in 1997, Pouliot speculated that more than approximately 34% of the world’s population may have been heavily reliant on medicinal plants. The Ayurveda and western style treatments are two major formally structured health system existence in Sri Lanka as in India. Both are delivered absolutely free of charge at the point of delivery. Due to high literacy rate and non-strict referral system of the country, the patient can bypass primary to secondary or tertiary care institutions with modern facilities. Often, patients freely cross the provincial boundaries to full-fill their health care needs. As a result, major public health care institutions experience long waiting time, overcrowding and over-utilization in out-patient department and over 100% bed occupying rate in in-patient department. Russell state that “high patient loads contribute to cursory consultations at state outpatient department facilities causing many patients to seek outpatient treatment at private clinics and pharmacies.” Further, public sector doctors were legitimately allowed to practice in private setting since 1981. As the result, private hospitals mushroomed in urban and rural township. Finally, patients’ health seeking behavior is highly shared by private hospitals. In 2012, it was found that half of all outpatients visited were in the private hospital.

A large number of health seeking behavior studies conducted in Sri Lanka are disease specific related to malaria and childhood disease. Studies on general health seeking behavior are limited. The purpose of the study was to explore the health seeking behavior of major illnesses and its determinants in a Jaffna community in Northern Province of Sri Lanka.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was a cross-sectional survey analytical research. The five illnesses were selected for analysis which was cold plus flu, inflammatory problem, gastro intestinal problem, dermatological problem and urinary tract infection. Those are common illnesses of household in Sri Lanka. Required sample size was calculated by using the formula: $n = \frac{Z^2 \times P(1-P)}{M^2}$. Required sample size was calculated by using the formula: $n = \frac{Z^2 \times P(1-P)}{M^2}$ (n= Sample size, Z = Standard Critical value for significance level which is 1.96 at 95% confidence level, P = estimated prevalence of health seeking behaviour in the study area, M = Margin of error = 1.5%). With the absence of prevalence rates for the health seeking behaviour in similar setting, it was assumed to be 50% with a view to obtaining the highest possible sample size or to prevent underestimating of sample size calculation. According to the above formula and assumed value, the sample size was 1,068 participants. Researchers have planned to enroll
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2,136 participants to compensate for design effect. As the family size of the Jaffna district was 3.3 then 655 families had to be interviewed to fill the 2136 participants. Finally, 724 families were interviewed to compensate for the 10% non-respondent and incomplete reporting.

A family, which composed of at least 2 generations, was considered as a sample irrespective of legal or administrative category. Single headed families were excluded from the study. Each family member’s health seeking behavior on selected illness information was retrieved from the respondent of the family. The respondent was a family member whose aged 18 or more, who made health decision or know the details of illness and treatment of all family members.

Multistage stratified cluster random sampling was employed. Fourteen divisional secretariat (DS) divisions were included in the study to better represent the district. One DS division, delft, was excluded from the study due to difficult to access the area and also low population size. From each DS, two Gramma nilathari divisions (GND) which is the lowest administrative area were randomly selected irrespective of population size and extent. Politically unstable, difficult to access and sensitive GND were excluded from random selection. Population proportionate random sampling method was used to determine the sample size of the selected GND. The household (family) list was obtained from Gramma Nilladari officer and assigned serial number. Each household was randomly selected from the list. In the case of inaccessibility (not available), a household nearby was selected.

Ethical clearance was obtained from Ethics Review Committee, Faculty of medicine, University of Jaffna, Sri Lanka and Institutional Review Board, Mahidol University, Thailand (Ref. No.: J/ERC/15/59/NDR/0111). Written informed consent was obtained from study participants prior to conducting the study and data were collected by face-to-face interview method using structured questionnaire. During the interview which was conducted between April to June 2015, the respondents were asked to recall about the health seeking behavior of selected 5 diseases for his/her family members in previous month.

The SPSS version 21 was used to analyze the data. Descriptive statistics was applied to summarize variables. Mann-Whitney U Test and chi-square test statistic were used to explore the differences of patients’ socio demographic characters, treatment type and type of institution. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was applied to analyze factors affecting health seeking behaviour.

Operational definitions in this study are the followings: Health Seeking Behaviour: The manner in which individuals monitor their bodies, define and interpret their symptoms, take remedial action, and utilize their sources of help, as well as engage with the more formal healthcare system. For this study, the health seeking behaviour was based on the experience in the utilization of health facilities in Jaffna district in a month prior to an interview. Self-medication (SM) category included those who had any medicinal drug for their illness without prescription and/or health-care professionals’ advice, left-over medicine from others’ prescription, refilling of expired prescription, obtained from kin and/or neighbors and leftover medicine of him/her from previous illness. Thus usage of over the counter drugs also accounted as self-medication. The patients modify the prescribed drug while administering or obtained drug from a medical advice was not considered as self-medication.

Treatment Type: In this study there were six different types of health seeking behavior which were self-medication with western style, self-medication with traditional style, government hospital with western style, government hospital with traditional style, private hospital with western style, private hospital with traditional style. Single treatment was defined as: the situation when patient used only 1 treatment type from the above six treatment type. Combination of treatment was defined as: the situation when patient used more than one type of treatment.

3. RESULT

3.1 Details of respondents

Most respondents were female and
their positions in family were spouse or chief occupant. Almost all respondent had at least primary education (98.7%) with the mean age of 43 (SD=13.6) years. Majority of them (75%) have taken health care related decision in their family and they decided and influence their family members (Table 1).

The average family size of the participants was five (SD=1.8) and no difference was observed between rural and urban area. The monthly average income of the respondent was Sri Lankan Rupee (LKR) 17,912 (SD 10,343), which was significantly higher in urban (p=0.029).

The patients’ illness and demographic characteristics were summarized in Table 1. The mean age of patients were 30.1 (SD 22.4) years and ranged between 3 months to 92 years. Only 13 (1.8%) of patients have never attended school. Most had at least primary education (98.2%) and unemployed (34.7%). Significant differences between rural and urban area were identified except for gender of patients, family size and type of illness as shown in Table 1. A total of 724 families were participated in the study which comprised 3,596 members and among 24% were ill. Among them, 467 (65%) families reported that their members were sick during a previous month. Specifically, a total of 863 (37%) persons from the total of 2,343 participants in 467 household reported that he/she was sick from the selected 5 illnesses (Figure 1). An incidence of illness was presented in Table 2. The total incidence rate of illness of five diseases was 240 per 1000-person-month. The highest and lowest incidence were observed in cold plus flu (119 per 1000-person-month) and urinary tract problem (1 per 1000-person-month), respectively.

3.2 Health seeking behavior

Majority of patients, 471 [95% CI (485, 457)] or 55% [95% CI (56.2, 53.0)], preferred institutional treatment (non-self-medication or hospital), (Table 3). Among them, 285 (33%) [95% CI (34.6, 31.5)] patients sought treatment from government hospitals, followed by private hospitals (160 or 19% of total, [95% CI (19.8, 17.3)]) and mix of government-private hospitals (26 or 3% of total, [95% CI (3.6, 2.5)]). As expected, high preference in institution was western style treatment (404 or 47% of total, [95% CI (48.4, 45.2)]), followed by traditional treatment (50 or 6% of total, [95% CI (6.6, 5.0)]). Almost all (88%) of the patients who used government hospitals preferred western style treatment (Table 3).

Among the 392 (45%, [95% CI (47.1, 43.8))] self-medicated patients, 124 (14% of total, [95% CI (16.7, 12.0)]) were self-medication only (Table 3). Majority of self-medicated patients’ preference were the mix of western-traditional medicine (190 or 22% of total), followed by western medicine (155 or 18% of total) and traditional medicine (47 or 5% of total). Western style treatment was solely preferred by 559 or 65%, [95% CI (66.3, 63.2)] patients. Likewise, traditional medicine was sought in 97 patients accounted for 11%, [95% CI (12.3, 10.2)] while the combination of western-traditional treatment was sought in 207 patients accounted for 24% [95% CI (25.4, 22.6)]. The use of western and traditional style of treatment were reported among 766 patients or 89%, [95% CI (89.8, 87.7)] and 304 patients or 35%, [95% CI (36.2, 33.7)], respectively. It includes the combination of western-traditional treatment. Of all treatment types reported in Table 3, first preference was western style treatment in government hospitals which was sought by 29% of the total patients.

3.3 Health seeking behaviour in term of number of treatment type

The sampled patients sought 30 types of treatment among 63 possible treatment choices (57 combination and 6 single types). Table 4 showed treatment type with type of illness. Significantly high number of patients (565 or 62%) sought single than combination type of treatment (p<0.001). Similar pattern was found across illness type. Double and three combination of treatment were utilized by 267 and 58 patients, respectively. Only 3 patients sought 4 types of treatment and only for cold plus fever. No patient utilized 5 and 6 treatment combination. In the single type of treatment, western style government hospital was the most preferred for each types of illness.
3.4 Determinants of self-medication

Bivariate and multivariate Logistic regression model were employed to examine factors affecting self-medication. Urinary tract problem was excluded in logistic regression analysis due to small number (n=5). Age (P = 0.031) and type of illness (P < 0.001) variable were significant predictors for self-medication in bivariate logistic regression (Table 5). Adult patients, those aged between 15 to 44 were 48% less likely to self-medicate than younger children [COR: 0.524; 95% CI: (0.349-0.788)]. Similar trend was observed patient age between 45 to 64 [COR: 0.571; 95% CI: (0.373-0.875)]. Table 6 shows that type of illness was the most significant predicting variable (P < 0.001). The patients reported having inflammatory problem, were 55% less likely than patients reported having cold plus flu to report self-medication [AOR: 0.451, 95% CI: (0.310-0.654)]. Similarly, dermatological problem patients were also 75% less likely than cold plus flu patients to report self-medication. On the other hand, patients with gastro-intestinal problem showed similar self-medication practice with cold plus flu patients (P =0.612). Regarding age, even though the crude OR showed significance difference when adjusted to type of illness, it was no significant relationship between age and self-medication.

4. DISCUSSION

Multistage stratified cluster population proportionate random sampling was conducted to attain the better representation of Jaffna district population. This method is suitable for unbiased estimation of samples variability.

The proportion of ill person found in this current study was 24%. It was lower than that of the national level, which found that nearly 31.7% of household population was ill during the previous month. This may be due to the fact that government survey covered all the diseases while this current study covered only 5 diseases. Our study found that the ratio of people sought care at government (36%) and private (22%) hospital was 1.6:1. On the other hand, at national level, this ratio was 1:1.

This may be due to the poor access of private hospitals among the population in this region. Further, the current study estimated only for one month which not accounted for seasonal variation. It also leads to different vales.

Most of the health care related decisions were taken by chief occupant of household (parents) and they decided and influence their family members. And this study found that self-medication was 45%. Finding of this study was consistent with similar study conducted in Gamphaga and Polonnaruwa district, which found that self-medication was 34.6%. When looking at developing countries, prevalence of self-medication prevalence ranged between 12.7% to 95% while for south-east Asia, it was widely practiced phenomenon with the prevalence of 50%, reported in Indonesia. In India, several studies found that self-medication was 71%. Interestingly, current study found that lower prevalence of self-medication compare to studies conducted in other countries. Wijesinge (2012) stated that “regularity of medical care and higher accessibility of health service reduce self-medication.” In addition, various definitions on self-medication and included types of illness are also lead to different prevalence among countries and within the country.

The use of traditional treatment was found among 35% of the total patients. For patients reporting the use of traditional treatment, self-medication was common. Spiritual medicinal practice was not observed in this study. WHO mentioned that traditional medicine was widely practiced in Sri Lanka especially in rural area. In the US, 56% of Indian who lived in America used Ayurveda in a previous month while 36% of the American used traditional medicine.

When looking at the determinants of health seeking behavior, the crude OR showed significance difference with the age group. It was found that the middle age groups were less likely to self-medicated, as compared to the children aged under 5. In a study, conducted in South Nigeria, middle agers group (25-45 years) had higher prevalence of self-medication than elders (over45) but other study showed that self-medicate was common in young age. A study in Ragama, urban council of Sri Lanka,
found that 85% of mothers self-medicated their children during the last three months. So, in Sri Lanka higher prevalence of self-medication in children was not a new phenomenon.

In this study, gender was not a significant determinant of self-medication. This is similar to the study conducted in similar setting by Razana Faiz (2014)\textsuperscript{42}. On the other hand, this study was inconsistent with other studies, which found that females was more likely to self-medicate\textsuperscript{30}.

Unlike a study from Pakistan, this study found, no association between self-medication and education, employment and area\textsuperscript{42}. On the other hand, this study found that type of illness was the only one determinant factor for self-medication. This is similar to a study conducted in Pakistan, which found that self-medication was common for pain, followed by respiratory problem, allergy, GIT problem and sleeping disturbances\textsuperscript{33}. However, in our study, self-medication was most common for cold plus flu (respiratory problem), followed by GIT problem, inflammatory problem (pain) and dermatological problem. This is also similar to a study conducted in China, which revealed that self-medication and type of illness had significant association\textsuperscript{41}.

After 1948, acquired independence from British, Sri Lanka delivers health care absolutely free of charge in addition to free education and food subsidy to whole of its population. The government policy promotes the government hospital utilization. The current result also consistent with state policy that majority of the patients’ preference were government hospital treatment. The rich peoples’ preference was private hospital due to the reduction in long waiting time and cursory consultations. The policy makers have to consider for this phenomenon and strengthening the smaller institutions to avoid overcrowding.

Limitation

Generalization of study result should be made with caution as the study includes only one district. In addition, only 5 illnesses were included in the study and were identified using self-reported. In addition, some patients could not differentiate between the private hospital western and traditional treatment. The appearance and way of practicing of private hospital may mislead the patient’s judgments.

Recommendations for further study

The maximum benefit for the determinants of health seeking behavior should be obtained through the combination of qualitative methods. The geographical area should be extended to five district of Northern Province. Furthermore, the self-reported disease should be replaced by the definite diagnose disease.

5. CONCLUSION

Among the reported illness cold plus flu were higher prevalence. Single type of treatment which was western style at government hospital was the most parent decision at institutional level. The majority of self-medication was the combination between western and traditional treatment. Even though, age was significant predictor for self-medication but after adjusting for other factors, there was no significant relationship. Only, type of illness was significant determinant of health seeking behavior. Majority of the population practiced self-medication for gastro intestinal problem and cold plus flu.

The policy makers should be considering the high prevalence of self-medication and strengthening the community pharmacy to prevent the misuse of drugs and enhance the safe self-medication. The policy makers should be aware of the potential for increase in the public health service utilization in Jaffna especially in rural areas.
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